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a b s t r a c t 

Transmission control protocol (TCP) is the most popular transport layer protocol for applications that re- 

quire reliable and ordered data delivery essentially. In this paper we consider the deployment of TCP to 

secondary users (SUs) in overlay cognitive radio networks (CRNs), and address its performance degrada- 

tion; in CRNs, SU’s transmissions are frequently disrupted by the detection of primary user’s transmission, 

and which makes the SU experience consecutive retransmission-timeout and its exponential backoff. Sub- 

sequently, the TCP in SU does not proceed with the transmission even after the disruption is over or the 

SU hands over to other idle spectrum. To tackle this problem, we propose a cross-layer approach called 

TCP-Freeze-CR; lower layer protocols send the overlying TCP two different cross-layer signals, freeze on 

the detection of primary user’s transmission, and unfreeze after handing over to an idle spectrum. More- 

over we consider a practical situation where either secondary transmitter (ST) or secondary receiver (SR) 

detects primary user’s transmission; therefore additional message exchanges are needed between ST and 

SR to retrieve and resynchronize to other idle spectrum, i.e., spectrum synchronization. This situation is 

more complex than the case where both ST and SR detect primary user’s transmission. Hereby, we de- 

velop a spectrum synchronization procedure coupled with TCP-Freeze-CR into a finite state machine. All 

of our proposals are implemented and evaluated on a real CRN consisting of 6 software radio platforms. 

In the implementation, we deploy 802.15.4 implementation as a target physical layer protocol , and cou- 

ple it with TCP-Freeze-CR using Unix Domain Socket. The experimental results illustrate that standard 

TCP suffers from significant performance degradation in CRNs, and show that TCP-Freeze-CR can greatly 

alleviate the degradation; e.g., for 1200 s, ST with TCP-Freeze-CR can send about 10 times more packets 

than ST with standard TCP. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Cognitive radio (CR) technology plays an essential role for solv-

ng the problem of spectrum scarcity as demand for emerging

ireless applications is increasing: smart power grid, medical ap-

liances, surveillance system, etc. To this end, a plentiful num-

er of research literature have been published since Mitola and

aguire proposed the concept of CR [1] . However, majority of the

esearch work related to CR have focused on the issues in physical

r link layer, i.e., spectrum sensing, dynamic spectrum allocation,

nterference control, etc.; a few of them have addressed issues in

outing over CR ad-hoc networks. 

In this paper, we focus on significant performance degradation

hat transmission control protocol (TCP) suffers from in CR net-

orks (CRNs), and study an enhancement scheme that can alle-

iate the performance degradation. 
∗ Tel.: +82 51 510 0651. 

E-mail address: ssbyun@cup.ac.kr 
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In Internet, TCP provides applications with reliable and ordered

acket delivery over unreliable physical media. Therefore, TCP is

he most widely used transport layer protocol even in wireless net-

orks, and there is no signs of change in the foreseeable future. 

In TCP-NewReno [2] , 1 packet losses are regarded as the signal

f network congestion, and two different signals are used for notic-

ng the packet loss: triple duplicate acknowledgments (ACKs) and

etransmission-timeout (RTO). On receiving triple duplicate ACKs,

CP performs fast retransmission and triggers congestion avoidance

echanism with halving its congestion window size (henceforth,

e denote congestion window size cwnd ); on the occurrence of an

TO, it retransmits unacknowledged packet with squeezing cwnd

o 1 and triggers the slow start deeming the network overloaded. 

An extensive research work has been conducted to resolve the

roblem that standard TCP experiences over conventional wireless

etworks: multiple random packet losses within one round-trip-

ime (RTT) due to interference, shadowing, fading, and collision in
1 Throughout this paper, TCP-NewReno is referred as standard TCP since it has 

een the most widely used TCP standard [3] . 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.026
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comnet
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.026&domain=pdf
mailto:ssbyun@cup.ac.kr
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.026
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wireless channels, lead to consecutive RTOs and exponential back-

off of retransmission-timer (RT), and standard TCP therefore suffers

from drastic decrease of its throughput [4] . 

In CRNs, a secondary user (SU) whose applications communi-

cate using standard TCP experiences performance decrease because

of not only but the random packet loss and interference also dis-

ruption by primary user (PU) ’s transmission (hereafter, referred as

primary transmission briefly) especially if both of the SU and PU

are accessing the same channel [5] . Generally, the random loss oc-

curs transiently, but on the other hand, the disruption by primary

transmission may last for a relatively long while. Therefore, unless

SU hands over to other unused spectrum, the disruption can incur

more consecutive RTOs and exponential back-off of RT; assuming

such disruption triggers an RTO at an SU, and continues even until

the next RT expires, the RT is backed off exponentially twice, and

thus the SU does not proceed with the transmission even after the

disruption is over or she succeeds to hand over to other unused

spectrum. This performance degradation becomes more significant

as primary transmission occurs more frequently and for a longer

while. 

Most of the TCPs for conventional wireless networks also tackle

the same issue: discerning congestive error and channel error.

However the channel error in conventional wireless networks is

generally transient, and most of the TCP for conventional wireless

networks control sending rate or window size with reflecting the

channel error to bandwidth estimation. However SU should shut

down the transmission completely as soon as detecting primary

transmission (henceforth, we note primary user detection). This

feature is the difference with TCPs for conventional wireless net-

works. 

Considering an overlay-CRN 

2 —whose definition is given in later

section of this paper—with multiple channels, we envisage a cross-

layer approach that can alleviate the aforementioned problem with

modifying standard TCP very slightly. The modified TCP is referred

to as TCP-Freeze-CR . TCP-Freeze-CR is implemented in secondary

transmitter (ST) only; secondary receiver (SR) can use the standard

TCP without any modifications . 

As inferred in the name of the scheme, TCP-Freeze-CR is mo-

tivated by Freeze-TCP [6] . In Freeze-TCP, wireless receiver predicts

impending channel degradation and mobility, and freezes its TCP

via cross-layer signaling. On the prediction, wireless receiver sends

zero window advertisement in order to freeze the transmission. On

the detection of good channel quality, the wireless receiver sends

triple ACKs then its sender resumes the transmission. As men-

tioned beforehand, TCP in overlay-CRNs should shut down trans-

mission on primary user detection quickly. Therefor Freeze-TCP is

the best candidate that can be applied to overlay-CRNs easily. 

Besides, we consider a realistic situation where spectrum han-

dover is triggered by either ST or SR. Therefore, any SU detecting

primary transmission should notify the other SU of the detection

since both ST and SR should be made perform spectrum sensing

to retrieve an idle spectrum commonly accessible by themselves.

To this end, we develop a spectrum synchronization mechanism

using a finite state machine, and couple it with TCP-Freeze-CR. 

We evaluate our scheme by implementing it onto a representa-

tive software-defined radio (SDR) platform, Universal Software Ra-

dio Peripheral (USRP E100), where many part of the lower layer

operations are executed as user processes written in high level

programming languages, i.e., C++ and Python, above the library

called USRP Hardware Driver (UHD) [7] . Furthermore, we deploy

IEEE 802.15.4 implementation [8] as the target lower layer proto-
2 In this paper we consider only single-hop networks. Nonetheless, we believe 

that our approach can be extended for multi-hop or infra-structured networks, and 

which remains as one of our future task. 

 

a  

t  

t  
ols, and use orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)

mplementation for PUs. 

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows: In Section 2 ,

e present our spectrum synchronization mechanism. In Section 3 ,

e present our main contribution, TCP-Freeze-CR. In Section 4 , we

ive the implementation details. In Section 5 , we present the ex-

erimental results. In Section 6 , we give some related work. In

ection 7 we discuss an extension of our scheme to multi-hop CR

etworks, and conclude this paper in Section 8 . 

. Spectrum synchronization 

.1. Access technique for CRNs 

Access techniques for CRNs can be classified into two types [5] .

n overlay-CRNs (or interference-free CRNs), SUs can access spec-

rums not occupied by any PUs. As a result, there should be vir-

ually no interference to the PUs. On the other hand, in underlay-

RNs (or interference-tolerant CRNs), SUs are allowed to interfere

ith primary transmission up to a certain tolerable level. In this

aper, we consider the overlay-CRNs only. 

.2. Spectrum sensing model 

Generally, spectrum sensing is defined as the task of finding

pectrum unused or underutilized by PUs [9] . Then spectrum

ensing approaches can be classified into two types according to

he time when the sensing task is performed: proactive sensing

nd on-demand sensing . When proactive sensing is applied, SUs

erform the sensing task periodically and continuously even while

hey are communicating over an idle channel safely; on detecting

rimary transmission, ST and SR hand over and resynchronize to

he spectrum detected as idle by both of them. On the contrary,

Us perform the sensing task only when they overhear primary

ransmission in on-demand sensing. 

Assuming that ST finds the spectrum to hand over and resyn-

hronize, ST should receive the list of the spectrums detected as

dle by her target receiver (i.e., SR) as well. Then the ST should in-

orm the SR of the spectrum they will hand over and resynchronize

o. Therefore additional message exchanges between ST and SR are

nevitable. When proactive sensing is used, the message exchanges

ccur periodically and continuously, and thus, proactive sensing

an prevent PUs from overhearing these message exchanges. How-

ver, on-demand sensing cannot eliminate such overhearing (un-

ess there is an extra dedicated channel for the message exchange).

In this work, we consider the spectrum synchronization cou-

led with on-demand sensing. Hence we need to assume an extra

ontrol channel for the message exchanges between ST and SR. By

pplying proactive sensing, we can relax this assumption. However

e have found that proactive sensing is not adequate on our soft-

are radio platform (i.e., USRP E100) since periodic and continu-

us spectrum sensing overuse the processing power. Thus we de-

ide to use on-demand sensing unavoidably, and, as a result, more

rocessing resources are given to processing of TCP-Freeze-CR and

02.15.4 implementation. Incidentally many related work such as

10] and [11] have premised ideal proactive sensing without any

mplementation-based experiments. 

.3. Spectrum synchronization model 

Majority of related work have assumed that ST or a central

uthority can detect all primary transmissions or idle spectrums

hat are actually detectable by SR only [10] . In this paper, we relax

his assumption; that is, we consider the situation where ST and
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Fig. 1. Independent primary user detection. Only SR is interfered by PU. 

Fig. 2. Finite state machine model of the spectrum synchronization. 
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R detect primary transmission independently; either ST or SR

ay be interfered by PU (refer to Fig. 1 ). As a result, a spectrum

etected as idle (or busy) by ST can be detected as busy (or idle)

y SR in this situation. 

Considering the aforementioned issue, the spectrum synchro-

ization is modeled using the following finite state machine

FSM). 

 = ( �, S, s 0 , δ, F ) 

here � is a (finite non-empty) set of input strings, S is a (finite

on-empty) set of states, s 0 ( ⊂ S ) is a set of initial states, δ is a

tate-transition function: δ: S × � → S , and F ( ⊂ S ) is a set of final

tates. Subsequently, each tuple is given as 

= { P U _ T RAN S, N O _ I DLE, I DLE _ F OUND, 

N O _ IDEN T , IDEN T _ F OUN D, SY NC};
S = { T RANSMIT , SENSING, COMPARE, 

ST _ WAIT };
s 0 = F = { T RANSMIT } . 

The definition of δ is illustrated on Fig. 2 . Then each input string

n � indicates: 
• P U _ T RANS: Either ST or SR detects primary transmission; 

• NO _ IDLE: ST or SR or both of them cannot detect any idle spec-

trum; 

• IDLE _ F OUND : ST and SR find at least one idle spectrum; 

• N O _ IDEN T : There is no spectrum that both ST and SR detect as

idle identically; 

• IDEN T _ F OUN D : There is at least one spectrum that both ST and

SR detect as idle identically; 

• SYNC : ST and SR succeed to hand over and synchronize to the

idle spectrum. 

Then the definition of each state in S is given as: 

• TRANSMIT : ST is transmitting user data to SR; 

• SENSING : ST and SR are performing spectrum sensing; 

• COMPARE : ST is checking whether there is any spectrum that

both ST and SR detect as idle identically; 

• ST _ WAIT : ST is waiting for SR’s acknowledging to the request

of spectrum handover. 

Accordingly, the state transitions are presented as follows: 

• In TRANSMIT state, the state transforms to SENSING state when-

ever either ST or SR detects primary transmission. That is 

δ( TRAN SMIT , PU _ TRANS ) = SENS ING . 

• In SENSING state, both ST and SR perform the spectrum sensing,

and the state transforms to COMPARE state only if ST and SR

find at least one idle spectrum, i.e., 

δ( SENS ING , IDLE _ FOUND ) = COMP ARE ;
otherwise, they perform the spectrum sensing again, i.e., 

δ( SENS ING , NO _ IDLE ) = SENS ING . 

In our implementation, we let SR inform ST of the result of her

spectrum sensing. 

• In COMPARE state, ST checks whether there is any spectrum de-

tected as idle by SR as well. If ST finds at least one such spec-

trum, the state transforms to ST _ WAIT state, i.e., 

δ( COMP ARE , IDENT _ FOUND ) = ST _ WAIT ;
otherwise, they perform the spectrum sensing again, that is, 

δ ( COMP ARE , NO _ IDENT ) = SENS ING . 

• In ST _ WAIT state, ST requests SR to hand over to the newly

found idle channel, and awaits the acknowledgement from SR.

If SR acknowledges, the state transforms to TRANSMIT state,

i.e., 

δ( ST _ WAIT , SYNC ) = TRAN SMT ;
otherwise (that is, SR denies to hand over to the new idle spec-

trum due to the primary user detection), the state transforms to

SENSING state again, i.e., 

δ( ST _ WAIT , PU _ TRANS ) = SENS ING . 

• Besides, the state transforms to SENSING state from any states

where primary transmission is detected. 

. TCP-Freeze-CR 

.1. Vs. TCP in conventional wireless networks 

The main difference between TCP in CRNs and TCP in conven-

ional wireless networks is well discussed in [5] and [12] . 
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The major loss that occurs in conventional wireless networks

is due to channel errors (caused by fading, interference, shadow-

ing, and user mobility). The channel errors degrade the channel

quality such as bandwidth. Therefore TCP in conventional wireless

networks need to adapt its sending rate or window size according

to the channel quality (e.g., TCP-Westwood [13] ). Furthermore, the

channel errors are generally transient. 

In CRNs (especially in overlay-CRNs), there is an additional loss

- called service interruption loss - due to primary transmission.

The service interruption loss does not affect channel quality, but

channel accessibility. SU should stop her transmission on detect-

ing primary transmission immediately. Then she tries to find other

idle channel. If no idle channel is found (because of heavy primary

transmission in a given region), SU experiences service interrup-

tion loss for a longer duration. Otherwise, SU can continue her

transmission after handing over to a newly found idle channel. To

sum up, the strategy SU can have on detecting primary transmis-

sion is either to stop his transmission or to continue on the new

idle channel. There is no need of sending rate adjustment. 

TCP in conventional wireless networks may be used in

underlay-CRNs, but the factor of transmission power control (in

order to control interference to primary transmission within a

certain tolerance) should be reflected to the sending rate adjust-

ment. Therefore TCP in conventional wireless networks cannot

work properly in CRNs without any modifications. 

In this paper, we study TCP in overlay-CRNs where SU should

stop her transmission and try to find other idle channel as soon

as she detects primary transmission. Therefore Freeze-TCP is the

proper choice in overlay-CRNs since it has already necessary mech-

anisms - stopping and resuming transmission by cross-layer signals

according to channel quality. 

3.2. Vs. Freeze-TCP 

If we consider only SRs in CRNs, Freeze-TCP can be used

with minor modifications. However, as mentioned in [14] , Freeze-

CP suffers from unstable performance due to inaccurate pre-

diction of impending channel degradation: too frequent freezes

make the transmission retarded because of inflated RTO. Fur-

thermore, the disruption due to primary transmission is not

transient usually. And also there is no way of distinguishing

disruption by primary transmission and the one by the de-

pletion of receiver buffer: spectrum synchronization does not

need to be triggered on the buffer depletion. In TCP-Freeze-CR,

we resolve this problem by squeezing the RTO whenever TCP

freezes (even by false alarming) and explicit separate cross-layer

signaling. 

The other main differences of our cross-layer scheme (TCP-

Freeze-CR) to Freeze-TCP are: 

(1) Not only the receiver but also the sender can freeze TCP

in TCP-Freeze-CR. On the other hand, only the receiver can

freeze the transmission in Freeze-TCP. 

(2) TCP-Freeze-CR freezes TCP only when primary transmission

is detected. However, Freeze-TCP does not have any mech-

anisms that distinguishes the buffer depletion and the de-

tection of the primary transmission. Therefore the buffer

depletion can yield unnecessary spectrum synchronization.

Furthermore, if the zero-window advertisement is lost, the

sender continues its transmission, which will interfere pri-

mary transmission until the sender receives the next zero-

window advertisement successfully. 

(3) In Freeze-TCP, the sender resumes transmission by receiving
triple acknowledgements from receiver. Therefore, the trans-

mission may not start immediately even if only one of the

triple acknowledgements is lost. TCP-Freeze-CR stops and re-

sumes by reliable RPC (remote procedure call). 

.3. Operations with the spectrum synchronization 

As mentioned in Section 1 , TCP-Freeze-CR is aimed at being im-

lemented in ST side only, and we can use standard TCP in SR

ithout any modification. Therefore SR should notify ST of primary

ransmission she detects. In our implementation, we let SR’s lower

ayer protocol inform ST’s lower layer protocol of the primary user

etection. Then ST’s lower layer in turn issues the cross-layer sig-

al, freeze , to its overlying TCP-Freeze-CR for halting the transmis-

ion. On finding a new idle spectrum, ST’s lower layer issues the

ther cross-layer signal, unfreeze , to her TCP-Freeze-CR in order to

esume the transmission. 

The operations of TCP-Freeze-CR are given as follows: 

(1) If an SU detects primary transmission, her TCP state is frozen

until she finds and hands over to any other idle spectrum.

Usually, the start and finish of primary transmission are de-

tected through spectrum sensing procedure - which is the

process of detecting primary transmission and finding other

idle spectrum - in lower layer (MAC or physical layer) pro-

tocols. 

(2) On detecting primary transmission, lower layer protocol

sends the overlying TCP a cross-layer signal (i.e., freeze ). 

(3) On receiving the cross-layer signal, the TCP stores its current

cwnd and RTT, and cancels any impending RT, and it stops

transmitting user data by setting cwnd = 0 . 

(4) As soon as the lower layer protocol finds and hands over to

a newly found idle spectrum, it gives the TCP the cross-layer

signal again (i.e., unfreeze ), and then, the TCP resumes trans-

mitting the user data by restoring its cwnd and RTT and re-

setting the RT. 

(5) By resetting the RT, any impending retransmission that is led

to by either packet loss or acknowledgement loss can pro-

ceed after a short while. Furthermore, if restored cwnd =
0 , the transmission cannot restart immediately. Therefore,

cwnd is set 1 if restored cwnd = 0 . These additional mecha-

nisms help TCP to perform the transmission as soon as pos-

sible even after a false alarm. 

(6) All the transmissions impending in lower layer are cancelled

immediately as soon as primary transmission is detected in

order to prevent inaccurate estimation of current RTT. 

Coupling TCP-Freeze-CR with the FSM of spectrum synchroniza-

ion mentioned in Section 2.3 , the following two transition func-

ions incur the cross-layer signals: 

δ( TRAN SMIT , PU _ TRANS ) = SENS ING 

nd 

δ( ST _ WAIT , SYNC ) = TRAN SMIT . 

The former issues the freeze signal to TCP, and the latter issues

he unfreeze signal. On receiving the freeze signal, TCP-Freeze-CR

tores current cwnd and RTT and cancel impending RT; on receiv-

ng the unfreeze signal, it restores cwnd (only if cwnd > 0) and

TT, and resets RT with minimum RTO value. If cwnd = 0 , it sets

wnd = 1 . 
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Algorithmically, the main behavior of TCP-Freeze-CR can be

ritten as: 

procedure OnCrossLayerSignal ( signal = { f reeze, un f reeze } ) 
if signal == f reeze then 

Cancel impending RT; 

old _ cwnd = cwnd; 

old _ r tt = r tt; 

cwnd = 0 ; 

else if signal == un f reeze then 

r tt = old _ r tt; 

RT O _ v alue = min _ RT O _ v alue ; 

if old _ cwnd > 0 then 

cwnd = old _ cwnd; 

else � if old _ cwnd = 0

phase = SLOW _ ST ART ; 

cwnd = 1 ; 

end if 

Restart RT; 

end if 

end procedure 

The detailed step-by-step operations of TCP-Freeze-CR coupled

ith the spectrum synchronization are depicted in Fig. 3 ; Fig. 3 (a)

nd (b) depict the steps in case primary transmission is detected

y ST only, and in case detected by SR only, respectively. It is as-

umed that ST and SR share predefined channel list that enumer-

tes the center frequency of each channel accessible by both ST

nd SR. Therefore ST and SR can specify the center frequency of

ach channel by only notifying the corresponding channel index. 

When ST detects primary transmission first, she first freezes her

CP, notifies SR of the detection, and performs spectrum sensing

step (1)–(3) in Fig. 3 (a)). In reply to the notification, SR sends the

itmap of her channel list that identifies the idleness of each chan-

el as soon as she completes spectrum sensing (step (3)–(4) in

ig. 3 (a)). In case SR detects primary transmission first, she trig-

ers her spectrum sensing task, and then sends ST the bitmap of

er channel list (step (1)–(2) in Fig. 3 (b)). On receiving the bitmap

rom SR, ST identifies the channel detected as identically idle by

R and herself (step (5) in Fig. 3 (a) and step (4) in Fig. 3 (b)). If SR

etects primary transmission first, ST should freeze her TCP and

erform spectrum sensing (step (3) in Fig. 3 (b)) prior to identify-

ng the idle channel accessible by SR as well as herself. Successfully

dentifying a new idle channel, ST requests SR to hand over to the

ew channel (step (6) in Fig. 3 (a) and step (5) in Fig. 3 (b)), and

erself hands over to the channel as well. As soon as SR completes

he handover, she acknowledges to ST, and then ST unfreezes her

CP (step (6) ∼ (7) in Fig. 3 (a) and step (7) ∼ (8) in Fig. 3 (b)). 

.4. Additional enhancement schemes 

In this subsection, we present the two additional enhancement

chemes used in TCP-Freeze-CR. 

On receiving an unfreeze signal, 

(1) It restores cwnd only if cwnd > 0, and cwnd = 1 otherwise; 

(2) It restarts RT with the minimum RTO value. 

TCP in ST may get the freeze signal when its current cwnd = 0 ;

his situation occurs if the ST was waiting for the arrival of ACKs

rom her receiver. In this situation, TCP cannot resume the trans-

ission even after it gets the unfreeze signal (refer to Fig. 4 (a)). In

rder to prevent this situation, we let TCP set its cwnd = 1 if the

ld cwnd is 0. Furthermore, the phase is set slow-start in order to

chieve the proper sending rate more quickly. 

Basically, CRNs consider wireless environments. Hence either

he original packets, which are transmitted right after TCP becomes

nfrozen, or the ACKs, which are issued in reply to the reception
f the original packets, can be lost due to conventional channel er-

or. In this case, TCP can be frozen again without retransmitting

he lost packets if its current RTO value is set too high. This sit-

ation is depicted in Fig. 4 (a). By the experiments, we verify that

his problem becomes more dominant under more frequent dis-

uption. To mitigate this problem, we let RT restart with minimum

TO value (40 ms in our implementation). However, this scheme

esults in another problems: more frequent RTO and shrinkage of

wnd , i.e., cwnd = 1 . We believe these problems can be tackled by

oupling with the schemes of differentiating packet loss in wireless

etworks such as Snoop agent [15] and link layer recovery [16] ,

nd which will be one of our future work. 

Besides, all the transmissions impending in lower layer are can-

elled immediately as soon as primary transmission is detected; all

he packets queued in lower layer buffer (ACKs in SR and user data

n ST) are discarded immediately. This action prevents inaccurate

stimation of current RTT. 

. Implementation details 

Usually, the implementation of CR is conducted in SDR since

DR is better suited to deal with various protocols and cross-

ayering [17] . CR is often regarded as the goal SDR ultimately need

o achieve: a dynamically reconfigurable and fully flexible radio

ystem that can adapt itself according to user demands, frequency

carcity, available communication protocols, etc.. It is very difficult

o implement the reconfigurability, especially, spectrum sensing,

ynamic spectrum access, channel synchronization and protocol

or vertical) handoff, in current DSP-based legacy radio architec-

ure. Furthermore the reconfiguration process should be done with

athering relevant information regularly (e.g., spectrum sensing re-

ults and communication quality), and the information and deci-

ions made based on the information should be shared by nodes.

herefore more flexible general purpose processor-based SDR plat-

orms are considered for CR. 

We implement our schemes on a representative SDR device,

SRP E100, and verify the performance gained with TCP-Freeze-CR.

In this following subsections, we present the implementation

etails. 

.1. The platform 

USRP E100 is a standalone version of USRPs, and its main hard-

are consists of TI OMAP Beagle Board and ARM Cortex A8 core.

t uses Embedded Linux operating system, and can hold one RF

aughter board that plays the role of RF front-end. Besides, it holds

ne FPGA chip where DAC/ADC and interpolator/decimator are pro-

rammed. 

GNU Radio [18] and UHD [7] are the most commonly used ra-

io softwares in the USRPs. GNU Radio is an open source project,

nd supports hardware-independent signal processing functional- 

ties. In GNU Radio, the signal processing blocks are written in

++ while the signal flow interfaces are built using Python. UHD—

eveloped by Ettus Research LLC, the manufacturer of the USRP—

an work with or replace GNU Radio, and its signal processing

locks are exclusively optimized for the USRP devices. 

In USRP E100, most of the signal processing operations are

xecuted on the general purpose processor (GPP). Therefore, it

as much less performance than legacy DSP-based radio system.

owever, the devices fit to the purpose of evaluating prototypical

rotocols and provide great flexibility such being able to imple-

ent message exchanges between SUs with remote procedure call

RPC). 
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Fig. 3. Illustrations of TCP-Freeze-CR operations coupled with the spectrum synchronization task. (a) In case ST detects primary transmission first. (b) In case SR detects 

primary transmission first. 
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4.2. Implementation of spectrum synchronization 

The spectrum synchronization scheme is implemented as

Python functions and added to the interface block of 802.15.4 im-

plementation. 

The main reason of choosing IEEE 802.15.4 as the target lower

layer is that, at first, it works perfectly on our software radio plat-
orm (USRP E100), and there are many issues related to the coex-

stence of IEEE 802.15.4 with other major protocols operating on

he unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM band, notably IEEE 802.11 (WLAN) and

EEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) [19–21] . Furthermore, it is not unusual to

ddress the reliable data transmission of IP-enabled small sensor

evices [22–25] . 
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Fig. 4. Illustrations of the situations that TCP may encounter after it is unfrozen. (a) If restored cwnd = 0 , the transmission can be deterred. (b) If either the packets, which 

are transmitted right after TCP becomes unfrozen, or the ACKs, which are issued in reply to the transmitted packets, are lost, the retransmission may be delayed due to a 

large RTO value. (c) The retransmission can be performed within the current transmission round if RTO value is set to the minimum RTO value. 
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We add the functionalities of spectrum sensing and hand-over

o the retrieved idle spectrum in the IEEE 802.15.4 implementation.

hen we couple TCP-Freeze-CR and the spectrum synchronization

echanism using an interprocess communication (IPC) mecha-

ism. The functionalities of spectrum sensing and hand-over are

mplemented in SR as well as ST since we consider the situation
here the primary user detection can takes place in either ST or

R. 

.2.1. Primary user detection 

Actually, it is highly recommended to let spectrum sensing

echanism fully independent from any waveform standards.
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3 Actually, it is recommended to use the frequency range of 2.4 GHz for multi- 

channel communications with IEEE 802.15.4 standard. However, the daughter board, 

WBX daughter board, installed in our USRPs can cover up to only 2.2 GHz. 
However, in this paper, we focus on the performance of transport

layer, i.e., TCP, and therefore need to minimize the influence of the

spectrum sensing onto the performance of TCP. Therefore we im-

plement and use simple energy detection mechanism that works

efficiently in small CR topology. Other spectrum sensing mecha-

nisms are found in [26] . Besides, we utilize OFDM implementation

(included in the bundle of UHD examples) for PUs’ transmissions. 

As mentioned in Section 2.3 , we consider the scenario where

ST and SR detect primary transmission independently. To this end,

we locate PUs quite closely to SUs and let them transmit with rel-

atively low power (0.5 dBm in our experiments) in order to make

a PU paired with one SU interfere with the other SU minimally.

However, a PU dedicated to interfere ST (or SR) may still interfere

SR (or ST). Hence we let each SU run OFDM receiver implemen-

tation to decode which PU is on transmission (more precisely, to

decode transmitting PU’s hardware address). In this manner, each

SU can distinguish whether the transmitting PU is dedicated to in-

terfere with her or not. More detailed explanations on this setting

are given in the next section. 

4.2.2. Synchronization through RPC 

As shown in Fig. 3 , there are a few message exchanges be-

tween ST and SR during the procedure of the spectrum synchro-

nization; more precisely, either of ST and SR need to call functions

implemented in the other. Therefore the message exchanges can

be implemented easily using a sequence of remote procedure calls

(RPCs): for instance, ST calls the function of spectrum sensing lo-

cated in SR (step (2) in Fig. 3 (a)), and SR returns the function with

the bitmap as a return value that is to be delivered to ST (step

(4) in Fig. 3 (a)). Furthermore, all the message exchanges should be

performed robustly and reliably. Hereby we implement the mes-

sage exchange procedure using a Python RPC extension, Pyro [27] . 

Besides, we do not incorporate IP layer, and let the TCP-Freeze-

CR process itself generate user data in order to remove side factors

that can influence on the performance of TCP-Freeze-CR. Therefore,

we let Pyro RPC communicate through TCP/IP stack in Linux kernel

via network tunnel (TUN) interface. 

4.3. Implementation of TCP-Freeze-CR 

TCP-Freeze-CR is implemented based on TCP-NewReno. There-

fore, we implement all the mechanisms related to the congestion

control algorithm of TCP-NewReno: fast retransmission, fast recov-

ery, retransmission by RTO, Jacobson’s algorithm [28] , and cumula-

tive ACKs. 

Like other software radio modules implemented in the USRPs,

the 802.15.4 implementation runs in user space as a single Python

process. TCP-Freeze-CR is written in C programming language and

runs in user space as a single processor as well. Then they commu-

nicate through Unix Domain Socket for the delivery of user data,

ACKs, and the cross-layer signals. 

5. Experimental results 

5.1. Experimental settings 

We locate six USRPs totally as shown in Fig. 5 : one for ST, one

for SR, and the other four for PUs. We let the USRPs for the ST and

SR be able to hand over between two different channels: if pri-

mary transmission is detected on the channel they are using, they

try hand-over to the other channel. Each SU is interfered by two

PUs; each channel is interfered by each PU. We let every PU gener-

ate OFDM signal for an exponentially distributed time with mean

T on seconds, and turn off the signal generation for an exponentially

distributed time with mean T off seconds. The ST and SR deem a

channel is idle if no primary transmission is overheard for at least
0 0 ms. USRP E10 0 supports simultaneous listening on two differ-

nt channels. We let the ST and SR listen on both the channels

hen no idle channel is detected, and also during the spectrum

ynchronization process as presented in Section 3.3 . 

Actually, it is possible that the ST overhears the transmission

f the PU that is dedicated to interfere with the SR, and also the

R overhears the primary transmission that is set to interfere with

he ST. Therefore, if ST or SR overhear from a PU that is not dedi-

ated to interfere with her, simply she ignores what she overhears;

very SU can distinguish whether the overheard transmission is in-

erference or not by simply decoding the hardware address of the

verheard packets. This setting is essential for making the ST and

R detect primary transmission independently. 

We let all the USRPs for ST and SR transmit with 1 dBm of

ransmission power over 2 Mbps of physical bandwidth, and re-

eive with 200 Kbps of sampling rate. We let all the USRPs playing

he role of PU transmit with 0.5 dBm of transmission power. The

entral frequencies used for the two channels are 2.085 GHz and

.105 GHz. 3 

In the 802.15.4 implementation, the size of MAC protocol data

nit (MPDU) is given as 128 bytes including 19 bytes of the header

nd 2 bytes of the tail, and therefore, 107 bytes are assigned to

he payload. We assign 12 bytes for the TCP header, and 4 bytes

nd 8 bytes for the sequence number and RTT, respectively. Ac-

ordingly, 95 bytes of user data can be transmitted without being

ragmented. 

We carry out two sets of experiments. The first set compares

he performance of TCP-Freeze-CR with standard TCP, and the sec-

nd set illustrates the performance improvement yielded by the

nhancement scheme addressed in Section 3.4 . All the experiments

re performed for 1200 s. 

.2. Standard TCP vs. TCP-Freeze-CR 

.2.1. Goodput comparison 

In order to measure the performance gain of TCP-Freeze-CR

nder various PU activities, we perform the experiments apply-

ng three different patterns of primary transmission: ( T on , T off) =
2 s, 8 s), (5 s, 5 s), and (8 s, 2 s), representing light PU activ-

ty, medium PU activity, and heavy PU activity, respectively. Then

e first measure the goodput (bits/s) of each TCP implementation

nd plot it on Fig. 6 . We measure the average goodput over ev-

ry 8 s. As shown in Fig. 6 (a), even standard TCP yields some-

hat fair goodput under less intensive primary transmission; yet

CP-Freeze-CR yields better goodput. However we observe that the

oodput of standard TCP drastically decreases as primary transmis-

ion becomes more heavy; standard TCP has transmitted only 18

ackets successfully for 1200 s when ( T on , T off) = (8, 2) (shown in

ig. 7 (c)). As described earlier, this is due to the fact that standard

CP continues to transmit or retransmit user data even though the

ower layer transmission is blocked. As a result, RTOs are triggered

onsecutively, and the retransmission is postponed until the next

TO even when the lower layer transmission is available. Surely,

CP-Freeze-CR yields also lower goodput as primary transmission

ecomes more aggressive, but the decrement is much less than

tandard TCP (refer to Fig. 6 (b) and (c)). 

Incidentally, the goodputs measured in this set of experiments

re relatively poor: at most up to 390 bits/s. This is resulted from

he fact that, in USRP, most of physical layer operations are exe-

uted on GPP that is not optimized for signal processing. 
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Fig. 5. Experimental topology. 
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.2.2. Comparison of trace of packet sequence 

In order to illustrate the contribution of TCP-Freeze-CR more

learly, we trace the sequence of the packets the SR receives, and

lot the measured results on the graph in Fig. 7 . As shown in the

raphs, TCP-Freeze-CR yields far faster increase of the packet se-

uence than standard TCP does. Especially, at the end of the ex-

eriment, it is measured that TCP-Freeze-CR makes the SR receive

bout 10 times more packets than standard TCP when (T on , T of f ) =
(5 , 5) ; it is easily anticipated that further tracing would yield

arger difference. 

Consequently, we conclude that the performance of standard

CP degrades more significantly as primary transmissions become

eavier. 

In Fig. 8 , we plot the trace of the packet sequence along with

he channel availability in order to observe the behavior of each

CP implementation on the occurrence of primary transmission or

he detection of unused channel. In the graphs, the legend ‘Primary

ransmission’ corresponds to the right y -axis, and it describes the

ccurrence of the primary user detection (expressed as value 2 in

he graphs) or the detection of a unused channel (expressed as

alue 1). 

Fig. 8 (a) and (b) plot the measured results with standard TCP

nd TCP-Freeze-CR, respectively, when we apply (T on , T of f ) = (2 , 8) .

e plot the results over a portion of the interval for better read-

bility. As shown in these graphs, it is frequently observed that

he SR with standard TCP does not receive packets even after it

ompletes the spectrum synchronization whereas the SR with TCP-

reeze-CR immediately resumes receiving packets usually right af-

er the spectrum synchronization. 

Fig. 8 (c) and (d) plots the measured results with standard

CP and TCP-Freeze-CR, respectively, when (T on , T of f ) = (5 , 5) is

pplied. As shown in the graphs, the transmission opportunities

ecome scarcer, and therefore both of the TCP implementations re-

eive the packets in relatively lower speed. However, we observe

hat TCP-Freeze-CR can grab the transmission chance whenever it

ees while the SR with standard TCP cannot. 

Then we make the transmission opportunities more scarcer (i.e.,

e apply (T on , T of f ) = (8 , 2) ), and the measured results are plotted

n the graphs in Fig. 8 (e) (for standard TCP) and Fig. 8 (f) (for TCP-

reeze-CR). As expected, the SR has much less transmission oppor-

unities regardless of the TCP implementation she uses. However,

e observe that TCP-Freeze-CR can seize the transmission chance

ore frequently (but not always) than standard-TCP. 
We also observe that the SR with TCP-Freeze-CR also fails to

eceive packets due to the burst packet loss over wireless channel

nd the exponential backoff of RT (for instance, we observe this

ituation at around 870 s on the graph in Fig. 8 (b)). 

.3. Effects of enhancement schemes of TCP-Freeze-CR and evaluation 

f Freeze-TCP 

The next set of experiments is performed in order to

resent the performance improvement yielded by the enhance-

ent scheme addressed in Section 3.4 ; the enhancement schemes

re (a) letting cwnd = old _ cwnd if old _ cwnd > 0 , cwnd = 1 other-

ise, and (b) setting RT value = minimum RT value. The mea-

ured results are plotted on the graph in Fig. 9 . For the purpose

f comparison, we also trace the packet sequences without the en-

ancement schemes (i.e., TCP resumes its transmission with simply

estoring the old cwnd, RTT , and RTO regardless the values they

ave when it receives the unfreeze signal), and plot them with the

egend named ‘New Reno + Cross-layer’ on the graph. For these ex-

eriments, we apply (T on , T of f ) = (5 , 5) , and let only ST be affected

y primary transmission. 

Also we evaluate Freeze-TCP coupling with the cross-layer sig-

aling scheme: receiver issues zero-window advertisement on

earing freeze signal, and triple-acknowledgement on hearing un-

reeze signal. 

As shown in the graphs, TCP-Freeze-CR (with the enhancement

chemes) outperforms the other two implementations. Further-

ore, surprisingly, ‘New Reno + Cross-layer’ implementation yields

imilar performance with standard TCP. Therefore we conclude that

he enhancement schemes improve the TCP performance signifi-

antly in scarce transmission opportunity. 

We also observe that Freeze-TCP with the cross-layer signals

hows low performance since the loss of the zero-window ad-

ertisement packet makes the ST strongly interfered by primary

ransmission, and the loss of triple acknowledgements stalls the

ransmission. Furthermore, it is sure the ST interferes with the

rimary transmission. So the loss of zero-window advertisement

nd triple acknowledgements can make disastrous results, which

ake the original Freeze-TCP difficult to be deployed in CRNs. We

ave not tested the mis-triggered spectrum synchronization by the

uffer depletion since we have not implemented the flow control

echanism in any of the TCPs used for the experiments. 
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Fig. 6. Goodput of each TCP implementation with three different primary transmis- 

sion patterns. ‘New Reno’ indicates standard TCP. (a) In case (T on , T of f ) = (2 , 8) . (b) 

In case (T on , T of f ) = (5 , 5) . (c) In case (T on , T of f ) = (8 , 2) . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Trace of the packet sequence measured in the SR (a) In case (T on , T of f ) = 

(2 , 8) . (b) In case (T on , T of f ) = (5 , 5) . (c) In case (T on , T of f ) = (8 , 2) . 
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6. Related work 

Lately, several SDR-based experimental platforms and testbeds

for CRNs have shown up in the research field, and have been paid

attention to by researchers as well as practitioners. In [29] and

[30] , the authors have reviewed the most popular SDR platforms

and introduced exemplary CRNs. Mainly, those SDR-based plat-

forms are designed to carry out the majority of lower layer opera-

tions in software with minimal hardware RF front-end; hence, we

can achieve cross-layer implementation on these platforms more

conventionally since lower layers as well as transport layers can be

implemented using high level programming languages, and which
nables easy implementation of cross-layer signaling between

ayers. 

Issariyakul et al. [5] have initiated the issues of the TCP per-

ormance in CRNs. Then a few approaches [10–12,31,32] have ad-

ressed the same issues over cognitive radio ad-hoc networks.

owever, all of them are evaluated via simulations or numeri-

al tests with somewhat optimistic and convenient assumptions:

or instance, perfect knowledge on the channel state [31,33] , an

rror-free feedback channel [10,12] , statistical knowledge on pri-

ary transmission [10,12,32] , static channel gain during a single

TT [31,33] , perfect knowledge on the available bandwidth [11] ,

tc. 
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Fig. 8. Trace of the packet sequence along with the channel availability. The channel availability (denoted as ‘Primary Transmission’ in the legends) corresponds to the right 

y -axis: 1 indicates the ST and SR succeed to secure and synchronize to the other idle channel, and 2 indicates lower layer transmission stops since either ST or SR detects 

primary transmission. 
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For all that, it is still challenging to implement cross-layer

chemes in general computer systems since it is inevitable to

anipulate the TCP stack and device driver in operating system.

n [34] and [35] , the authors have implemented cross-layer ap-

roaches to improve TCP performance over multi-hop networks;
heir approaches were implemented in Linux kernel and MadWiFi

river. 

Kumar and Shin [36] have proposed a scheme called DSASync-

CP targeting infra-structured CRNs. Their scheme is motivated by

he scheme of Snoop agent [15] . Hence, DSASync-TCP is imple-
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Fig. 9. Trace of packet sequence. 
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mented in base station (BS), and standard TCP can be used in both

of corresponding host (CH) and SU (defined as spectrum-agile

host in the paper) without any modification. In DSASync-TCP,

BS buffers downlink packets during the interval of spectrum

sensing/synchronization, and performs local transmission as soon

as the sensing and synchronization processes are over. In order

to prevent the buffer overflow in BS, BS advertises zero window

size to CH when she detects no more free space in her buffer.

Furthermore, the authors have addressed a regulation scheme to

overcome the high jitter. They have implemented DSASync-TCP

as Linux kernel module and proceeded with the evaluation on a

real testbed. However, they have not considered the performance

degradation inflicted by the consecutive RTOs. 

More recently, Al-Ali and Chowdhury [37] have proposed an

equation-based rate control for CRN: TFRC-CR. They suppose that

available channels are stored in a designated databases maintained

by a central authority such as FCC. They modify TFRC in order to

make it agile to the PU activity, that is, faster rate recovery after

PU departure. However, their method is strongly dependent on the

central authority for detecting the PU activity and idle spectrum:

the SU should be continuously informed of the PU activity by the

central authority. 

7. Cognitve radio multihop networks 

TCP-Freeze-CR scheme itself can be applied to multi-hop net-

works in two different ways: hop-by-hop and end-to-end. It is

essential to add the store-and-forward capability if we consider

hop-by-hop deployment. If we intend to maintain the true end-

to-end TCP, the cross-layer signaling should be relayed to source

whenever it is either frozen or unfrozen. 

The hop-by-hop deployment will suffer from inefficient layer

traversing and the waste of buffer space: all TCP packets should be

delivered to, and stored by TCP layer in every intermediate node

until they are acknowledged from the next hop. However, the dis-

ruption due to the primary user detection experienced by interme-

diate nodes can be entirely hidden and the cross-layer signals do

not need to be sent to the source. Therefore the hop-by-hop de-

ployment is beneficial in terms of channel utilization. 

There is neither layer traversing nor waste of buffer space in

the end-to-end deployment. However it suffers from large delay

on freezing TCP transmission since the cross-layer signals should

always be relayed to source. This large delay may incur unwanted

interference to transmitting PUs. Moreover the transmission should

be frozen even when only one intermediate node detects primary

transmission, and which results in poor channel utilization. 

As a conclusion, we believe that hop-by-hop deployment will

be more beneficial in terms of throughput as well as channel uti-
ization. Therefore we have a plan to implement the hop-by-hop

eployment and investigate the performance gain over the end-to-

nd deployment extensively. 

. Concluding remarks and future work 

In this paper, we address the problem that standard TCP in

U side encounters in overlay-CRNs; primary transmission disrupts

Us’ transmission, which results in drastic decrease of TCP perfor-

ance following consecutive RTOs and exponential backoff of RT.

nspired by Freeze-TCP, we propose a cross-layer approach called

CP-Freeze-CR to tackle this problem. We verify the performance

mprovement by implementing our approach on a real testbed con-

isting of the software radio platforms, USRP E100. 

In this work, we consider only single-hop network. However,

e need to show that our approach can be extended to multi-hop

etwork. It is also possible to couple the cross-layer mechanism

ith one of TCPs for mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) or other TCP

ariants that consider fair bandwidth sharing among multiple con-

ections (e.g., TFRC). 

We consider overlay-CRN only in this work. Our approach can

e further developed for supporting underlay-CRNs coupled with

ransmission power control mechanism. Also it is possible to de-

loy proactive spectrum sensing that can relax the constraint that

Us are tolerant on the message exchanges for the spectrum syn-

hronization, and incorporate packet loss differentiation and link

ayer retransmission schemes in order to achieve faster packet re-

overy right after ST is unfrozen. It is also worthwhile to study

 TCP regulator scheme, whose requirement has already been ad-

ressed in [36] , in order to cope against the high jitter inflicted by

onsecutive freeze and unfreeze operations. 

Last but not least, we have considered here a simple energy

etection mechanism only for detecting primary transmission, and

onfigure the experimental network where SUs never fail to detect

rimary transmission. We admit that this setup is far from real-

ty, and it is more valuable to consider more complex and realis-

ic CR environments with false alarming and detection fail, which

efinitely yields poorer TCP performance or unwanted interference

o primary transmission. Therefore we need to consider imper-

ect spectrum sensing and couple more advanced spectrum sensing

cheme such as statistical hypothesis testing [38] with our TCP. 
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